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SOAP up and get ready… 
The official newsletter for the Australian Society of Physician 

Assistants 

 

COMING SOON….. 
 

Continuing Professional Development and 
educational opportunities for ASPA members 

are progressing. 
 

Make sure your membership and contact 
details are up to date for the latest news! 
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In November the PA Invest Conference was held in 
Amsterdam, which is organised yearly by the NAPA, the 
Dutch professional organisation for PAs in The 
Netherlands. The title of the conference was “Physician 
Assistants around the globe”, which was demonstrated by 
many international PA’s attending. 
This years conference expanded to 2½ days and given 
international status, to commemorate 10 years since the 
founding of NAPA. Many attendees of the conference had 
been working or studying as Physician Assistants in The 
Netherlands 10 years ago, and most were amazed by the 
growth and progression of the profession highlighted by 
this conference.  
Key players such as Ruth Ballweg and Ken Harbert were 
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present, as well as David Kuhns, who opened the 
conference. Topics covered were varied, ranging from 
medically oriented “The chop shop: amputation as the last 
step in vascular treatment?” and “Treat the bug? Train the 
doctor!” to internationally oriented presentations, given 
amongst others by Ruth Ballweg and Ando Kerlen of James 
Cook University (“Global Versatility of the Physician 
Assistant”).  
NAPA has grown to more than 1000 members, with a 
robust set instruments to facilitate the PA profession in the 
Netherlands, becoming an integral part of Dutch healthcare. 
The opportunities and challenges in Australia are very 
different. We can take optimism from Dutch experience as 
no-one envisaged so much would be achieved 10 years 
later. 
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Dear ASPA member, 
 
Six months has passed since our AGM and the best news we have to share is two 
Aussie grown PAs working at Cherbourg Hospital.  I hope this will start the 
cascade of public hospitals seeing the usefulness of our profession and getting on 
board.  Remember if you live in Queensland, get in touch with your local health 
service, or contact us and we will assist you to raise the health service awareness 
of the PA profession and what it has to offer. 
 
I had the pleasure of Sharon Westwood from Clinician Planning and Leadership 
Unit at Queensland Health coming to spend an afternoon in our rooms.  Sharon 
has been such a great advocate for our profession it was great to meet and share 
some insights.  Sharon commented that being a non clinician she enjoyed seeing 
the PA profession in action. 
 
Congratulations to the first cohort of JCU PAs who have finished their exams!  
Hopefully we will have some pictures of them in their caps and gowns to show 
you in the future.  A big thanks needs to go out to the JCU students doing such a 
great job of promoting our profession through their hard work. 
 
I will wish you all a Merry Christmas. 
 
Deb O’Kane 
President. 
 

Australia’s first publically employed PA’s started at Cherbourg Hospital, located in the South 
Burnett region of Queensland. Greg Reaburn spoke with David Ashard and Scott Cummings 
about their newfound roles. 
 
Scott and David were employed in September to help establish and run a new chronic disease 
clinic. In addition to this role they also perform ward rounds, outpatient consults and emergency 
and after hours services for three hospitals within the District. The local Medical 
Superintendent, Dr Akua Agyeman, has extensive experience working with and educating PAs.  
As recent PA graduates Scott and David practice relatively independently with clinical 
supervision and support available from all medical staff. David’s background is in hospital and 
paramedic services, including recent medical services for offshore oil and gas industries. Scott 
has many years experience as an Intensive care nurse, with  more recent indigenous nursing 
practices in East Timor and the remote Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) lands 
district. Both David and Scott undertook PA studies at the University of Queensland(second 
cohort).  
 
As new PA’s both are very excited about their scope of practice and describe it as 
“comprehensive” and describe the experience as everything they expected. 

 

ASPA President’s Update 

Queensland Health employs PAs! 
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Two of our University of Queensland[UQ] PA graduates(first cohort), 
Andrew McDonell and Anja Michel, have recently been endorsed as 
Nurse Practitioners by the Nurses Board of Australia.  
 
Both endorsements were academically based on their medically 
modeled qualifications from the Master of Physician Assistant Studies 
at UQ. 
Congratulations to both on the achievement of this recognition! 
 
ASPA looks forward to the day PA qualifications are widely 
acknowledged and AHPRA endorsed. 

PA Qualification Recognition in Australia 

 

Continued from page 2 

Cherbourg Hospital 
 

 
 

 

 
Hospital services 

•Accident and Emergency 
•Acute Care (28 beds) 

•Alcohol and Drug Program 
•Community Midwife Program 
•Diabetics and Nutrition Program 

•Immunization Program 
•Pharmacy services 

•Renal Self Dialysis chairs 
•X-Ray/Radiology services 

David Ashard with Queensland Minister 
for Health Hon Mr. Lawrence Springborg 
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Australian Society of Physician Assistants 

ASPA Incorporated, 24 The Esplanade Toolakea 4818, Australia. 
www.aspa-australianpas.org  

  

All photographs reproduced by the kind permission of the author. 

The ASPA Committee welcomes any feedback, correspondence and topics of interst 
from our members. Feedback should be addressed to the Secretary, ASPA via email: 
Secretary@aspa-australianpas.org 

SOAP is the official newsletter for the Australian Society of Physician Assistants (ASPA), any reproduction of content both written or implied is 
confidential and cannot be reproduced in any form without the express permission of the Editor. 

Rob has a background in Paramedics and sales of specialist medical equipment. His clinical 
placement was at Kingaroy Hospital where he reports his preceptors treated him similarly to a 
medical student. Rob also participated in weekly educational sessions and rotations throughout the 
hospital, finding this experience helpful in exposure to a range of clinical areas and insight into the 
utilisation of a PA. 
Rob described his recent exams, consisting of three components,  as challenging and feeling 
somewhat relieved following their completion. The final assessment at JCU consisted of five live 
stations (OSCEs) that examined communication skills, history, presentation, diagnosis and 
therapeutics and one multiple choice paper and one short answer case-based paper. 
Rob plans to return to Kingaroy to complete his final five week anaesthetics placement. Still not sure 
what the next year holds for him, Rob is hopeful that more Qld Health Districts will take on PA’s.  
 

James Cook University’s first Physician Assistants 
 

 
Four students from the first cohort of James Cook 
University (JCU) PA program  have completed their 
final exams in mid-September. This small group is 
an extract of the first cohort after opting to 
undertake their clinical training fulltime over the 
last 12 months. 
 
As these students eagerly awaiting their results and 
graduation into the PA workforce, Greg Reaburn 
met with fellow student Rob Zolcinski to gain 
insight about his experiences of the past clinical 
year and his examination preparations. 


